
Make Good Choices 
Do struggle to make good choices? We all 
have free will.  It’s all about being disciplined.  
Make a choice and see it through.  Stick to it. 

 You must weigh the pros and cons to your 
choices.  Thoroughly think things through.  
The Bible gives us. basic commandments to 
follow, full of wise sayings and proverbs to 
help us in discernment.  But ultimately we are 
responsible for how we respond.   

Let’s try a simple example: 

When you choose a drink, do you choose water or a soda?  Write down the 
pros and cons of each one.  It may be satisfying to drink a soda every day, 
but the results of doing so can damage your health and your teeth.  Water, 
on the other hand, is life sustaining.  No calories and it helps with digestion.  
Choose the better.  Choose water. 

We all know that life’s problems are bigger and more complicated than one 
single choice.  We make thousands of choices daily.  Follow the 3 step 
process to make good choices.

“Every decision 
we make is 
going to shape 
our lives. And 
therefore, every 
outcome we have 
starts with a 
single decision 
we made.”            
—Tony Robbins 

Books to Read:          

Good to Great by 
Jim Collins 

Doing the Right 
Thing by Scott Rae 

Awaken the Giant 
Within by Tony 
Robbins 

Who Moved My 
Cheese?  by 
Spencer Johnson

Think 
Think about your 

choices. 

1
Discern  

Weigh the pros and 
cons.  What will the 

benefit or 
consequence be?

2
Act 

Make the best choice 
with the best 

possible outcome.  
Press forward.
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Character & Virtue 
Living life to the fullest!
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